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Welcome to Wireless
Run by more than 40 Taranaki volunteers and two paid staff, the Most FM currently presents 33 specialist radio shows.
The Most FM has been a part of Taranaki culture since the early 1990s. Our independence is important, and our Taranakifirst focus.
Wireless is the newsletter for Friends of The Most. Friendship is free but please continue to support The Most FM
financially by donating through the Give a Little link.

It's been a quiet year for Wireless but we have some made some changes to our production routine and we'll be
endeavoring to return to a more frequent issue schedule.
Do you enjoy Wireless? Tell us what you think or subscribe! friends@mostfm.com

Support The Most FM

Sponsor spotlight: Lees Dental

When you think of dentists, it’s a drilling sound that comes to mind. This is not the case at Lees Dental where the sound
of The Most FM fills the spaces of their brand new building at 122 St Aubyn St, New Plymouth.
Lees Dental Company Limited has sponsored Sunday’s Live Gig Hour at 4pm for well over a year now. Business
Manager Lesley Lees says the business sponsors the show because the team love The Most FM.
As well as filling your teeth, Lees Dental will fill your ears with The Most and your eyes with beautiful big screen nature
and travel photographs taken by Lesley. This experience is designed to relax the patient and together with the state of
the art facilities, free Wifi and highly trained staff, a visit to Lees Dental will be as painless as possible. The company
states that their core principles and promises ensure that your appointment will be pleasant and comfortable.

Simon and Lesley (centre) and the team at Lees Dental Company Ltd
Leading the team is dentist Simon Lees who gained his qualification of Bachelor of Dental Surgery at Birmingham
University, UK, in 1989. He then worked as an associate for two years at a practice in the South West Devon area
of the UK. Simon has also been part of the team in the Restorative Dentistry department at a large hospital in the
UK.
John Coleman and Adam Wratislav are part-time associates at the practice both with a keen interest in all aspects
of general dentistry. The business also employs several dental assistants and receptionists.
Lees Dental can provide all aspects of general dentistry as well as Bicon dental implants and E4D Nevo System
which enables the dentist to provide ceramic restorations to replace damaged teeth in a single visit. All treatment
is patient centred with full information provided and a no-surprises policy.
Get down to Lees Dental for a check-up now. Support those that support The Most.
leesdental.co.nz

New Frequency
The Most is now broadcasting a stronger signal from Oakura. As well as airing from Mokau to Maxwell on the 100.4 FM
frequency, The Most FM now also broadcasts from Hurdon to Pitone Road on 107.4 FM. The station is also picked up
by listeners in the Manaia/Opunake area and outside of Taranaki by streaming online.
Read the full Taranaki Daily News Story here.

Most FM volunteer Spotify playlist - will return next issue
For each Wireless, Most FM volunteers
nominate their favourite tracks of the
moment.

Host profile: Warwick Foy
Warwick Foy is one of those few Most FM vollies in the honoured position of regularly hosting not one but two shows.
He is also heavily involved behind the scenes here. When he’s not up at Bell Street hosting a show or attending a
trustee meeting, or sitting at home preparing the Wireless, Warwick still has plenty to keep him busy.
He’s active in the local craft beer and home-brewing community, loves cooking, cricket, and travel, enjoys taking in the
Taranaki art and music scenes, and family life with wife Sarah and their three children, Thomas (17), Amy (15), & Oliver
(10). He is also the general manager of Taranaki Futures, which provides advocacy services for people at various
stages of the education-to-employment process.

Warwick co-hosts The Long Play Show and The Live Gig Hour on The Most
Warwick joined The Most five years ago, along with Ross Howarth, when they were invited to be the regular hosts for
the fledgling Live Gig Hour show on Sundays at 4pm, now one of our most popular shows. Since then, both hem Mark
Dickie and Ross have helped establish the Long Play Show on Thursday nights at 7pm, where an entire album is
played to air. And in 2015, Warwick was invited, along with Mark, to become a trustee of the Taranaki FM Trust.
“I’ve listened to The Most since I moved to this town in 1996 and what attracted me then and attracts me now is the
absolute diversity. You can hear anything. It’s waving the flag for independent, proud local music. I love the fact that the
people who run this station are as passionate about music as I am, if not more so. It’s a privilege to be a part of it.”
And his favourite thing about hosting shows? “To be honest, undisturbed listening time, which is not always easy at
home! I think everyone who does a show feels the same thing: you’re doing what you love, you’re communicating with
people – and you never know who they are, apart from friends who might text you. We know there are people out there
who are long-time fans of the station and I always feel that I’m their servant. It’s not about me, it’s about their loyalty and
producing a good product that keeps them coming back.”
Like all show hosts, Warwick takes a certain amount of pride in his shows and feels a level of responsibility to his
listeners.
“I think it’s important to be professional. As a listener myself, I don’t want to notice problems or dead air. So, even
though none of us are professionals, I think it’s important to try and do our shows as well as we can.”

Get proud with The Most

The story goes… Mosties were sitting around The Most when one Mostie ripped a big M shape from the newspaper.
And so, the first Most FM logo was born.
Give or take 21 years later, The Most FM is still going strong. Show your ongoing support of Taranaki’s longest lasting
independent radio with one of these commemorative hooded sweatshirts. Better yet, get your family and friends theirs
for $60 each.
Available in black, navy blue and grey marl in Men’s and Women’s sizes, small, medium, large, x-large and xx-large.
And remember we have a new batch of Most FM t-shirts. The new Men’s design has a higher neck for the handsomely
hirsute male while the Women’s design has a low neck and a tapered, longer form for the curvy females. A range of
sizes, $30 each.
Contact Most FM’s station co-ordinator Jack, to order yours now.

Gigs and stuff
Every now and then on the New Plymouth live music scene, something special comes along. It may be in the form of
collaboration between local artists or it may be a touring act that has decided to take the road less traveled and
entertain us folk out in the West.
Recently a well known group of musicians, we’ll call them the The Slacks, have rolled out their initiative in exposing out
of town and emerging bands to music lovers here in Taranaki. I’ve followed this with interest as I enjoy watching our
local bands come up with a point of difference in their respective approaches to live gigs.

The Slacks Presents - Suburban Goons, The Blue Rubies, and The Slacks
Lot’s of excitement here and there was nothing to lose. New music plus hopefully some new tracks from The Slacks.
Win/win. Opting to use the larger space for their first up presentation was always a punt but this gamble came through.

The Slacks (image - stuff.co.nz)
The Suburban Goons kicked things off with what was a tremendous performance that blew me away. There were times
that I thought they were all playing a different song to each other and then all of a sudden it all made sense. I’m sure the
musically trained will tell me it’s scale theory, whatever it was it was unreal. The Suburban Goons are only 18 but they
have been on the radar for years and it was great to see them in this environment. These guys are tight, know each
other well and I’m sure they gained more interest from their performance tonight. It’ll be interesting to see what happens
with them in the future.

The Suburban Goons (image - stuff.co.nz)
I didn’t know much about The Blue Rubies, except that they are from Auckland, they’re friends with the hosts, and they
hadn’t played live for a while. You wouldn't have noticed their absence from a stage as they lit it up right from their
opening chords. The crowd had to step it up to keep up and this was a great transition for the rolling vibe as it whirled
on. The Rubies connected with the crowd well and delivered a funk infused set of rock n roll that was difficult to ignore.
The Fabulous Murray Brothers are exceptional. I had heard an interview on The Drive Show one afternoon and it
prompted me to check these guys out. The opening song started with the harmonica and moved along at a great pace.
Tight psychedelic blues is how I’d describe these guys. Mark Thomas hitting the skins hard kept everyone moving along

and you can talk about this gig next time you’re in Vinyl Countdown. I’m pretty sure the majority of this band lives in
Nelson. Therefore practices wouldn't be that common and their delivery is testament to the synergy each individual
brings to this group.
The Slacks must’ve been a bit nervous following their comrades performance. In fact, it spurred them on into a flurry of
favourite signature tunes as well as some new offerings that these guys have been working on. The Slacks have
enjoyed a great year with production and touring and it was great to see them let loose in their beloved home province.
If you judge the music by the rug cutters, then it was all good and the vibes had escaped the stage and encapsulated
the thankful crowd. These guys are all about ‘you’, and that’s what makes each of their gigs unique and fun.
Who is Front House? I know now, and what a great introduction to them on this glorious night. Some people were
getting ready to leave thinking the show was over as The Slacks left the stage. All of a sudden the stage filled with a
plethora of musicians alongside an equally talented horn section and everyone reoccupied their positions and took in
another offering. Front House delivered a refreshing set with hints of covers mixed in with some real killer original
songs. I hope they keep the faith and continue to play originals as these were one of the highlights of the evening for
me.
Hats off to The Slacks for bringing this ‘package’ to New Plymouth. You are giving bands an opportunity and you’re also
filling a void in the local music scene. Friends of the Most, do yourself a favour and catch their next offering which will
feature Albi and The Wolves along with local band Wrangle the Jangle.
Mark D.
Follow The Slacks to keep updated with upcoming shows on

https://www.facebook.com/TheSlacksNZ/
Follow The Most FM’s gigguide for other gigs and events.
Of Note:
Big Daddy Wilson - 22nd Oct - Butlers’ Reef - Oakura
Ocean Colour Scene - 19th Nov - Opera House - Wellington
20th Nov - Powerstation - Auckland
Cat Stevens - 16 Dec 2017 - TSB Bowl of Brooklands
St Jerome’s Laneway Music Festival - 29th Jan 2018 - Auckland
Foo Fighters - 3rd Feb 2018 - Mt Smart Stadium
The National - 25th Feb 2018 - Villa Maria Estate Winery

From the front desk
Well Mosties, today Spring really feels like it's arrived!The station celebrates by being heard like never before. Thanks to
our new frequency on 107.4FM we are further and stronger down the coast and in the foothills of our beautiful (but wet)
region.Hubba hubba.Tell everyone about it and also promote the next Sunday Session at Butlers with Big Daddy Wilson
and his band.World class blues on your doorstep...
Jack Irving

Get involved with The Most FM
Suggest a track, contact us to advertise or be a guest on one of our weekly shows.
Email: mostfm@mostfm.com
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